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This article presents a method for systematizing a software code-design audit, using principles of set theory to delineate, with a minimum of effort and a maximum of error-detecting capability, the various individual discrepancies present in the software.

This analysis outlines the methodology of an auditing technique for evaluating computer software, which minimizes the effort involved, maximizes the information obtained from an audit, and minimizes auditing errors.

The process of uncovering discrepancies of whatever type between documentation of computer software systems and listings of software source programs is one of regarding labels and the sections of logic\(^1\) so labeled (both in the assembly listing and in the documentation) as members of sets. Clearly, labels either agree (aside from typographical errors) or they do not. The situation is less clear when comparing sections of logic, which may be further subdivided, when necessary, into smaller sections—those which agree between the documentation and the source program, and those which do not. We may repeatedly subdivide sections of logic, as required, until we reach the point at which individual executable statements are compared. The "sections of logic," then, are simply collections of consecutive executable statements, separated from one another by whatever condition is encountered which creates a natural boundary. This may be the beginning or end statements of a subroutine or control program, a label, or an encounter with statements in the logic of the documentation or the source program which have no counterpart in the other.

These collections of consecutive executable statements (of whatever extent) and labels are thought of as the elements of sets. By the process of finding the intersections of these sets and their complements we may then establish various categories of discrepancies. This approach of uncovering discrepancies has three very powerful advantages over the examination of each labeled section of logic in the assembled program or in the documentation on an individual basis:

1. By treating whole classes of labels or sections of logic having the same characteristics as a single

---

\(^1\)Here, and elsewhere in this article, the phrase "section of logic" is taken to mean any set of consecutive executable statements regardless of their extent.
entity, we avoid overlooking some of the (otherwise) harder-to-identify discrepancies. We also avoid describing them incorrectly because of failure to notice some of of their characteristics.

(2) It is inherent in the process described below that it proceeds much more rapidly than an individual item-by-item examination and description.

(3) The use of set-theoretic processes has extremely powerful self-inductive properties. We get more out of the process than we put in. The completion of each step in the described procedure immediately suggests ways to use information already obtained in other ways.

One may regard the universe of elements being treated by the logical model as consisting of all labels and all sections of logic, both in the documentation and in the assembled program. These four categories, or sets, intersect in a manner shown in Fig. 1, the various subsets of which—intersections and their complements—are labeled with Roman numerals and subsequently described.

I. Complete correspondence—A logic section is found both in the documentation and the source program listing and is labeled the same in both. The logic completely agrees between the two. This corresponds to ABCD of Figure 1.

II. Dummy section of labeled assembly-listing logic—The labels in the source listing and the documentation agree and the documentation logic is given, but the source listing has plugged-up, or non-existent, logic. Note that this condition corresponds to ABCD (A and B and C and NOT-D) and immediately reveals its characteristic—unimplemented logic—by being inside circles (sets, that is) A, B, and C, but outside D.

III. Undocumented label—The logic exists both in the documentation and source listing, but is labeled only in the source listing. This corresponds logically to ABCD.

IV. Undocumented logic section—This label exists both in the source listing and in the documentation (by reason of being the title of a program block within a subroutine or control program but not the title of a separate flow chart or section of flow chart) and corresponds to a section of logic in the source listing. This is, of course, ABCD.

V. Unlabeled or incorrectly labeled section of code in the source listing—The logic is in the documentation, where it is labeled, and in the source listing, where it either is an unlabeled section of code embedded in another program section, or has a different label. This corresponds to ABCD.

VI. Documented, labeled code not in the source listing at all—Unimplemented code not represented by a labeled program stub or dummy. This is ABCD.

VII. Documented logic, unlabeled, in the source listing as a label only, no logic—This is a strange case, but it could happen. The nature of the logic (and the names used) in the documentation could be so unique that the dummy label in the source program could correspond only to that section of logic in some undefined way. Comments in both places could also correspond. This is one example of how the set-theoretic approach gives us more than we asked for, and is identified as ABCD.

VIII. Source listing logic; labeled, not documented—Self-explanatory. Corresponds to ABCD.

IX. Documented label (no documented logic) corresponds to an unlabeled section of source listing logic—This, by the way, is the complement of case VII. Here the nature of the operations being performed in the source program logic is so unique (or accompanied by comments) as to identify them with the label in the documentation (in a logic-block label within another subroutine, say), even though that logic is never documented. This is ABCD.

X. Documented label only, no documented logic and no such label or logic in the source program—This is the case where a single logic block in a documented subroutine or control program has a label which is found nowhere else—neither in the documentation nor the source program. This is identified logically as ABCD.

XI. Documented section of logic, unlabeled, unimplemented—Here is the case where (as, for example, in a control program originated in the lower memory) no label is attached, and the program does not exist in the source Program. This is ABCD.

XII. Dummy source listing label—No documentation logic or label and no corresponding section of logic as such in the source program. Corresponds to ABCD.

XIII. Unlabeled source listing section of logic, undocumented—Could indicate revision of program since documentation was last updated. This is ABCD.

Considering that the above classification rests upon the basis of set-intersections and their complements, one should proceed to classify the various elements (labels and sections of logic) by beginning with the most inclusive, as
well as most easily managed—by reason of being alphabetically ordered—set, the Autoflow\textsuperscript{2} label index, and the set of documentation flow charts. Matching and nonmatching labels will then constitute separate categories which may further be subdivided by the identification of label index entries as undocumented subroutines, control programs or unidentified sections of implemented logic, and the matching of flow chart logic in the documentation with some sections of labeled or unlabeled logic in the source program.

Thus the repeated subdivision of the largest categories of labels and sections of logic into their various subsets produces the various categories of discrepancies without redundancy and with minimum effort.

The following is a complete description of the process of obtaining an audit by this method:

(1) Using the Autoflow flow chart set and its label index, mark each label in the index which corresponds to the name of a subroutine or (apparently, judging by comments or (later) by documentation flow charts) control programs.

(2) Collate the documentation flow charts with the Autoflow label index, putting the names which match on a given list (call it List 1) if the label index entry is marked (indicating a subroutine or control program) and on List 2 if the label index entry is unmarked. Place the names of unmatched documentation flow charts on List 3. Additionally, we have the unmatched labels of the Autoflow label index which are also unmarked; call them List 4. These lists are illustrated in Figure 2.

(3) Compare the logic of the source programs on List 1 with the logic of the corresponding documentation flow chart. One of three conditions should be observed:

(a) Complete agreement between the two. This is Category I of the preceding classification.

(b) Agreement between the two except for isolated discrepancies (individual steps omitted from one or the other, incorrect order of steps, lack of YES/NO labeling on decision steps, etc.). These will be reported on the Discrepancy List of the audit report.

(c) Entire sections of logic (labeled or unlabeled) existing in one of the two, but not the other. Mark the extent of this logic block on the

Autoflow chart or documentation chart, wherever it occurs. Put its beginning label (if any) or location on a separate list as noted below.

We have now separated List 1 into four sublists, shown in Figure 3.

(4) Compare the logic of the source programs and subroutines on List 2 with the documentation flow charts having the same labels. This will have the effect of separating this list into sublists in a manner similar to that used to partition List 1. This breakdown is shown in Figure 4.

(5) Compare the extraneous blocks of logic whose beginning addresses are found in Lists 1C and 2C with the unmatched documentation flow charts found in List 3. The various outcomes are shown in Figure 5.

(6) Using the Autoflow label index and concordance, place those labels not already marked on List 6A if they are entirely unreferenced (in the concordance), on List 6B if they are only internally referenced (according to the concordance). Additionally, an examination of the Autoflow charts will reveal a certain number of initial points in lines of flow that are unlabeled and reveal no apparent method of access. Since these may conceivably be reached by an indexed branching instruction, this condition should be checked for. If it cannot be determined that this is the case and, labeled or unlabeled, there seems to be no way to reach these sections of logic, their initial locations should be entered on List 6C. The results are shown in Figure 6.

(7) Compare the logic blocks found only in the documentation flow charts (Lists 1D and 2D) with the unmatched sections of source program logic from Lists 5D and 6A, B and C. The various outcomes are presented in Figure 7.

(8) Finally, make lists of documentation labels which are unaccompanied by corresponding logic (e.g., being representative of some undefined program stub) and source program labels unaccompanied by logic (perhaps representing dummy sections of unimplemented source program code). Compare the documentation labels with unidentified sections of source program logic from Lists 6A, B and C, in the sense that unique identifiers may appear in the comments of both or in the names of operands used in the source program logic. Compare the source program labels from above with the extraneous logic blocks from Lists 7A and B in the sense that the two

\textsuperscript{2}Registered trademark of Applied Data Research, Inc. (Ref. 1).
may use the same unique identifiers or correspond with respect to their comments. The outcomes of these comparisons are shown in Figure 8.

From all of the above classifications of errors, the software discrepancy audit report may be written, treating entire classes rather than individual errors, the exception being the discrepancy list, in which the differences between individual blocks or labels in the source program and documentation are discussed in detail.

As an example of the foregoing analysis, we consider the two flow charts of Figures 9 and 11, headed by the entry points labeled “RQSTCK” and “STOPCK,” respectively:

(1) In step 1 of the previously described procedure no such labels as RQSTCK or STOPCK were encountered in the Autoflow label index nor, of course, in the Autoflow charts themselves. A label, CONTRL, which matched a subroutine, was found and marked.

(2) In step 2 of the procedure it was noted that the documentation flow charts for RQSTCK and STOPCK were unmatched by corresponding labels in the Autoflow label index, and therefore these two flow chart names were placed on List 3.

The documentation flow chart for CONTRL, being matched by an Autoflow chart and marked label in the label index, was placed on List 1.

(3) In step 3 of the above-described procedure, the logic of the documentation flow chart CONTRL was compared block-by-block with the logic of the Autoflow chart headed by the same label—CONTRL. The points at which the logic of the documentation flow chart for CONTRL failed to agree with that of the Autoflow chart were marked for future reference. Sizeable sections of the Autoflow logic were found to have no counterpart in the documentation flow chart. Their extent was marked, as in step 3c. There was no beginning label.

(4) Step 4 of the procedure was not involved in this case.

(5) In step 5 of the procedure, a match was found between the logic of two of the flow charts on List 3—STOPCK and RQSTCK—and parts of the unmatched logic of the CONTRL Autoflow chart. The match was in both cases less than perfect. At this point the logic blocks which did match between CONTRL and either STOPCK or RQSTCK were marked, and a line-by-line examination of the source program code and the unmatched logic (or missing logic, as the case may be) of the documentation was undertaken to pinpoint the differences. The documentation flow charts were corrected accordingly, as shown in Figures 10 and 12.

In both cases (STOPCK and RQSTCK) the differences in logic between the documentation flow charts and source program code were noted in the discrepancy list, and the fact that these so-called “subroutines” were in reality sections of unlabeled code embedded in another program was indicated by their presence on the List 5B, which is reported by classification in the audit. The annotated source program code and Autoflow charts are given in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.
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Fig. 1. A Venn Diagram of the sets of labels and logic sections, and their intersections

Fig. 2. An initial breakdown of matching and non-matching labels

Fig. 3. A breakdown of matching and non-matching sections of logic between similarly labeled program sections
Fig. 4. A breakdown of matching and non-matching sections of logic between dissimilarly labeled program sections.

Fig. 5. A breakdown of matching and non-matching sections of logic between unmatched flowcharts and extraneous source-program logic.

Fig. 6. Completely unreferenced sections of flow chart or source program logic.
Fig. 7. Collation of unreferenced logic sections from flow charts and source program

Fig. 8. A breakdown of matching label/logic block pairs and unmatching labels
Fig. 9. Original flow chart from documentation
Fig. 10. Corrected flow chart agreeing with source program
Fig. 11. Original flow chart from documentation
Fig. 12. Corrected flow chart agreeing with source program
Fig. 13. Source program coding showing extent of unlabeled and improperly linked "subroutines" RQSTCK and STOPCK
Fig. 13 (contd)
Fig. 14. Autoflow charts for the subroutines CONTRL, STOPCK, and RQSTCK
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